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Description

This regexp is removing 's' characters from the string

```ruby
irb(main):091:0> "fdsa-f fdas5_-423432".gsub /[\_\W]/i, "
=> "fdaffda5423432"
```

While this is not:

```ruby
irb(main):092:0> "fdsa-f fdas5_-423432".gsub /[\W]/, "
=> "fdsaffdas5423432"
```

```ruby
irb(main):093:0> "fdsa-f fdas5-423432".gsub /[0-9a-z]/i, "
=> "fdsaffdas5423432"
```

Related issues:

Is duplicate of Ruby master - Bug #4044: Regex matching errors when using \W ...

Closed

History

#1 - 11/07/2013 12:31 PM - duerst (Martin Dürst)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Closed because it's a duplicate (of #4044).